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Wash U and B&D Team up Against
Student-led Sexual Assault, Press

B&D

Wash U’s finest

I

n recent years, sexual
assault cases, especially
those which happen on
college campuses, have gained
more exposure in the national
media. In order to address these
concerns, Washington University has increased campus event
security staff, B&D, to protect
of Wash U students who might
commit these crimes.
Representatives
of
the
university state that they have
always maintained a commitment to their students, putting
their futures and reputations
first. Given the media attention, Chancellor Wrighton has
weighed in saying, “Here at
Washington University in St.
Louis we treat the issue of sexual
assault and harassment with
the utmost seriousness. These
crimes are appalling, and they
have lasting negative impacts on

the transgressor.” Wrighton went
on to say, “First and foremost, it
is completely unacceptable that
our students are the ones who
commit these incidents. They say
that all press is good press, but
I’m beginning to think that this
might be an exception. Thankfully, we believe B&D can help
the university regain its proper
footing”.
Wrighton went on to explain
how the ubiquitous fraternity doormen can help protect
students. B&D staffers have
been trained to execute an ambitious three step manoeuvre
which first identifies potential
assailants, then prevents their
ingress into a party, and finally
ensures their continued safety
by staying in their immediate
vicinity. The third step, however,
has proven in field tests to be
the most difficult to pull off, and

often the officer on duty must
attempt to draw the potential
victim’s attention away from
the offenders’ advances. This
usually includes the tactic of
“flirting” with the students in
line to “cockblock” harassers.
Though the method is unorthodox, Wash U has recognized
it to be the most effective way
maintaining a student body
free of sexual assault allegations.
The success of the B&D
program is largely due to Bret
Daniels, the head of B&D security. Daniels admits that while
the job isn’t easy, it is important, saying, “I know its not an
attainable goal, but I want every
B&D officer out there with the
mindset that they’re trying to
wake up on the forty. We have
a duty to the kids, and we have
to make sure to do everything
in our power to make sure some
poor unsuspecting student to
wind up with a sexual assault
on their record.” Daniels’
outlook aligns with the university’s desire to safeguard their
students and ensure that their
mandatorily reported record of
sexual misconduct is clean.
Preliminary results of the
security increase are hopeful
with none of the reported cases
of sexual assault indicating a
student as the aggressor. Wash
U is pleased with the results
and has stated they are happy
their students can finally sleep
safe. Incidentally the total
number of reported sexual
assaults has also slightly
declined.

University Holds All-Faculty Meeting to
Ruin Sophomore’s Upcoming Semester
This Wednesday, Washington University officials held
a faculty-wide meeting to ruin
sophomore Brynne Milford’s
upcoming Spring semester. The
meeting’s goal was to ensure
that the classes Milford has
picked for next semester will
not only make her incredibly
busy, but also will be impossibly hard, unfairly graded, and
overall make her absolutely
miserable.
“She’s pre-med, so that
makes our jobs a lot easier,” said
Arts and Sciences Dean Mike
DelVecchio. “The hard part
is making sure that we’re all

on the same page
here. We want to
guarantee that she
will fucking hate
going to class every
single day.”
Milford, a
PNP major, Spanish
minor with a 3.56
GPA and a decently
rigorous
course
load has no idea
what she’s in for.
“Yeah, I plan on just
continuing the PNP track I’m on
by taking a few philosophy and
psych classes, and I really want to
go abroad next year so I’m trying
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Senior to Host His First Ever Pong Tournament
this Saturday
This Saturday marks a
momentous occasion in Senior
Chris Goldeen’s young life —
the hosting of his first Pong
tournament. Chris moved off
campus this past year and is
finally christening his apartment with the open event.
Goldeen, who has never
actually played Pong before,
reports that he has spent over
$3000 dollars on Ebay for
old Pong cabinets and home
consoles in preparation for
the event, and added “I’m not
sure how all the fraternities
afford these consoles, I guess
they must have some pretty
successful alumni.”
Jared Armstrong of the
Beta Rho Omega fraternity
has reportedly been coaching
Goldeen on how to have the best
tournament possible. “Yeah,

Jared has been super helpful,
he told me I’ll need a bunch of
solo cups. I’m not really sure
why, but I guess people get
pretty dehydrated with all that
intense gaming. He also said
I’ll need a lot of ‘nattys’ which
I think means girls named
Natalie? So I went on faces
and emailed everyone named
Natalie an invitation,” Goldeen
shared.
We spoke to Natalie Freed,
one of the many Natalies
invited, and asked her about the
event. “Oh that Jason kid? Yeah
that was strange. Usually I’m
like hella down for a pong tournament, but I asked some of my
friends and this kid isn’t even in
a frat and I’m like, who is this
guy? And in the email he kept
talking about video games and
he only sent it to people named

Natalie.” Freed went on to say she could be
convinced to go as long as the rest of her
floor is going as well.
Goldeen was most recently seen making
some last-minute trips to Target to buy
some robes upon hearing about naked laps.
Goldeen commented that while he expects
this party to get as wild as the ones he’s
never been to, he wants to maintain some
semblance of modesty for the Natalies.

Mark Udall sending an untimely letter to his ex-voters
still had more votes than Bush. That
means losing an election doesn’t
always mean more people like the
other guy, so that’s the way I’m
approaching this situation.”
Udall’s most recent Congressional activity consisted of him
voting against a bill that would
provide for the construction of the
Keystone XL oil pipeline. A controversial bill nonetheless, Colorado
voters have voiced their disdain with
Udall’s antics as this latest action
seems to be the last straw between

the Senator and the state.
“It’s been a long six year relationship, and we’ve had enough,”
said voter Stephanie Murray. “Yet
he’s out there voting on legislation
that affects our daily lives like he’s
still our Senator! I mean he technically is, but you know what I
mean.”
Over the few weeks since
his defeat, Udall has noticed that
the voters of Colorado have been
acting “distant” and “non-confrontational”, but he doesn’t see it as
a problem, he just thinks that
it’s indicative of the relationship
between people living thousands
of miles apart.
“Yeah, they might not have
re-elected me but that doesn’t
mean we still can’t see each other,”
contested Udall. “Some of my
constituents aren’t responding to
emails letting them know what I’m
up to in Washington, but maybe
that’s because internet connection
is spotty. We’re still as close as
we’ve ever been. ”
As of press time, Udall still
hadn’t put away his now-awkward
pictures of himself and Coloradans.

University Faculty Ruin Sohomore’s
Semester Continued
ship over the summer. I’ll also
have to start looking for that next
semester too. I’ll be fine though,
I’m not the only one who’s had to
do this before,” Milford said with
a hopeful grin.
The meeting produced
“positive” results according to
Milford’s advisor, Dean Mary Ann
Thompson. The group decided on
Milford having at least an exam a
week, with week right after Spring
Break that consists of two essays

WUnderground is WashU’s
premier [only] satirical
newspaper and should be
taken about as seriously as that
chick who you’re kind of into
poking you on Facebook.
However, the news reported by
this paper
is completely fictitious,
at least to our knowledge.
Any resemblance to persons
living, ailing or dead is
entirely intentional.

Training to be at the top of his game for Natalie

Lame-Duck Senator Can’t Take A Hint

Following
this
month’s
midterm elections, Senator Mark
Udall (D-CO) is having a hard time
taking a hint that Colorado voters
want to move on. Losing by nearly
3% to Republican Cory Gardner,
Udall, just doesn’t seem to get it in
his current “lame-duck” session.
“I know that I lost an election a couple of weeks ago, but that
doesn’t mean the people of Colorado don’t want me, and election is
just an election,” explained Udall.
“Al Gore lost the presidency but

WUnderground

(one in Spanish), two exams and at
least one pop quiz. Her Philosophy
professor has promised to teach
her class like a writing-intensive
course, even though it isn’t, and SHS
Doctors have agreed to diagnose
or at least infect her with Mono.
Following her corresponding lack
of sexual activity, Milford’s booty
call will stop responding to her
texts.
“Yeah they kinda brought
me in here and told me what’s

gonna happen next semester,”
said Milford’s booty call, Stephen
Barrington. “It kinda sucks that she’s
gonna have Mono, but we never really
had anything going. Well, I guess it’s
time to look for someone else to help
me jack off rather than me having to
do it on my own!”
“I can’t wait for next semester!
The spring is always more fun with
things like Mardi Gras, Spring Break,
Thurtene and WILD!” said Milford
still unaware of the upcoming hell.
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Freshman is Kind of a Big Deal,
Almost Made it into Penn
Freshman Walter Wilson realized the
other day when talking with friends that
he had accomplished something special —
something which few of his friends could
match. He discovered that he was truly
part of the upper echelon of the class of
2018.
“So I was talking to my pals the
other day,” Wilson told our interviewer,
“and I just casually mentioned that Penn’s
campus was pretty nice when I toured
it. I expected them to agree, but it turns
out none of them had even seen Penn. In
fact, I was the only one who had applied!”
Wilson exclaimed. “Now I don’t want to
brag, but not only did I apply to Penn
early decision — I got deferred.”
As it so happens, Wilson is part
of the elite 17% of undergrads that got
rejected from Penn before coming to
WashU. Not only that, but he also applied
to Duke, Cornell, and even MIT. “Wash
U was basically my safety school, if I’m
being honest. I think it takes a special kind

of person to aim so high,” Wilson added. “I
mean, some of my friends applied here early
decision, and I’m like ‘You’re wasting your
E.D. on a school that’s not even in the top
10? Yeah, okay.’”
A resident of Walter’s floor, Amanda
Smithers, was particularly enamoured by
her floor-mate’s newfound accomplishment.
“Man, I never really noticed Walt before,
but ever since I found out he applied to all
those schools I can’t stop thinking about
him. Now don’t get me wrong, I got rejected
from Johns Hopkins and Northwestern like
everyone else here, but Penn is just on a
whole other level.”
We talked to Dr. David Van Gaal,
the head of admissions, to find out how rare
a resume as impressive as Wilson’s truly is.
“You know, that’s something we always look
for in incoming students,” Dr. Van Gaal
explained, “We always love to see that a
prospective student’s first choice is an Ivy.
It shows ambition and confidence that you
just don’t see in the early-decisioners. When
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we caught wind that Mr. Wilson had been deferred from Penn,
we accepted him right away.” On the subject of how common
these students might be, he told us “It’s a lot more common
than you’d think, but still less than you’d hope. Every year
though, we net more and more Ivy League rejects. Hopefully
one day we’ll get a whole class that’s entirely made up of kids
like Mr. Wilson.”
Wilson has begun using his Common App page to
pick up chicks parties and — at the time of printing — has
successfully solicited 17 high-fives, 3 makeouts, and a handie
with his impressive rejection sheet.

New Tourguide Gives Suspiciously Enthusiastic and Insightful Tours

Andrew Miller

Blake Robertson

Ooo, so close!

According to reports from parents and
prospective students, Senior Jarred Gibbons
has recently been giving exceptionally enthusiastic tours. “He’s always been a great tourguide,” said Ashley Andrews, President of
the Student Admissions Committee. “But
lately, he’s just been really into it. He can go

on for hours about anything on
taste like that.” After witnessing Gibbons’ tradicampus and often does!”
tional mid-tour meal, those on his tours can get a
Gibbons has not been
real sense of what its like to eat at Wash U.
wasting any time in delving
Not one to shy away from the tourguide
into the depth of history and classics, Gibbons has been giving the bunny
meaning of our campus, starting
statue its due attention. On one tour, he noted its
right when they meet at Brooking iconic presence on campus saying, “Wait, that’s
Hall. Prospective student Brit- a fucking bunny. What is that doing there? That
tany Smith related Gibbons’ level
actually makes no sense. Has anyone ever thought
of knowledge saying, “He kept
about that? Like there’s a bunny in the middle of
talking about how iconic Brook- our campus, and we just walk by and act like it’s
ings was. He compared it to the
nothing. What’s it doing there?” He subsequently
Statue of Liberty, the Eiffel Tower, pointed out the George Washington Statue across
the Pyramids, the Washington
the field, clarifying that the university is named
Monument, the Lincoln Memo- after him, not Washington state or DC, and how
rial, the Jefferson Memorial; then “that’s crazy” and “it all makes sense now.”
I lost track. He went on to say
Reactions to Gibbons’ tours have been
how crazy it is that Wash U isn’t overwhelmingly positive, with both prospective
DC.”
students and parents appreciating his passion for
Buildings aren’t the only Wash U and his general vivaciousness. “He went on
thing Gibbons has been excited about. On every tour, he’s
about the ceiling in Holmes Lounge for, like, a really
been able to relay how great all of Wash U’s food options are. long time,” said parent Martha Inglewood. “But I
“I know those gooey nutter butter things are probably like
guess it was a really nice ceiling.” For his upcoming
really bad for you, but how can you not eat them when you
tours Gibbons is planning on giving a comprehencan taste and feel every crunch in your head, you know?” sive overview of the best ceilings on campus and at
said Gibbons. “Like you know exactly what is making it which angles they are best viewed.
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Point
The Darren Wilson case will be
a landmark in not only race relations, but also justice as a whole
by Cornel West
Famed educator, actually knows what he’s
talking about
The shooting of Michael Brown and the
events that followed were the beginning
of a monumental shift in the zeitgeist
of the United States. This tragedy has
helped put into perspective where we
stand. Clearly something is wrong and
action must be taken. This is where the
case of Darren Wilson comes in; here is
where the action can be taken. This man

must be held accountable for his
actions. Ultimately, this decision will
have further reaching effects than just
race relations. It will be a decision that
changes law and justice as whole by
ensuring that law enforcement is subject
to the same laws that they ostensibly
enforce.

Counter-Point
I totally agree

By Mark S. Wrighton; Chancellor of Washington University in St. Louis, trying to
keep it that way
I could not share these sentiments to a
higher degree. We, as a university and
as a people, must dedicate ourselves to
long-term, sustainable solutions to the
societal issues underlying these events.
We’re embarking on a new era and we
must be prepared to turn knowledge
into action. It is a always a small group
of visionary citizens who can provide

an enhanced context by which to allow
America to grow as a nation. Truly this
marks the beginning of a paradigm shift,
a shift in which Washington University
in St. Louis hopes to have a central role.
That is why we are holding a conference
of the issue of the case of Darren Wilson
this Saturday from 6:00-6:15 in the basement of Seigle, room L004.
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Comparative Critics:
An Old Man and a
Stoner Reviewing
the Same Things
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Seriously What the Fuck

Sun Fatt Chinese Restaurant
Opened at 4:20, just in time for dinner! Hunan style
pork was the best I’ve ever had. Besides that one time
back in Nam’. We had just finished a sweep of the
forests. My squad had a lot of casualties and needed
aid. Luckily, we dodged Charlie and stumbled upon
a friendly village. Out walked the most beautiful
oriental nymph you’ve ever seen. After treating the
wounded, she served us the best pork I’ve ever had.
Wait a minute, where are we? This is definitely the

It’s 4:20, just in time to turn up! Wait, they sell food?
Oh man, what should I order though? Shit. Wait.
Shit. They have human pork. Shit. That’s my shit.
Shit. What should I order though? They just gave
me two sticks to eat with. I didn’t want to offend
anyone, mostly ‘cause I felt like they were watching
me, so I just used them to stab up my food. Shit.
4.20/10, would not recommend.

second best pork I’ve had though.

3D Movie: Interstellar
Never before have I seen such new-fangled technologies. Precisely the bee’s knees. But the seats were much
too uncomfortable for my osteoporosis-ridden behind.
And this tall African American fellow was sitting in
front of me rudely obstructing my view. Frankly, the
volume wasn’t high enough either; I could barely hear
anything. And it was cold. Who ever heard of a cold
movie theater? How come you never visit anymore?

I felt like I could reach out and touch everything,
and I didn’t even have my glasses on! And oh man,
let me tell you, the popcorn was great. It had just
the right amount of butter. It smelt like that time
I touched a cactus and heard colors. I got Snowcaps, Skittles, M&Ms, Sour Patch Kids, Sour Patch
Watermelon, Sour Patch Blue Raspberry, Sour Patch
Peach, Sour Patch Cherry, Sour Patch Sour Apple,
Red Vines, an ICEE, Milk Duds, Mike N Ikes, and a
soft pretzel too! 4.20/5, would recommend.

The Mona Lisa
This is the Mona Lisa?!? Muriel and I took a trip to
France to see this?!? With my osteoporosis and her
weak knees, it’s hard enough to wait an hour in any
line. But then we wait in this long line to come and
see this tiny painting behind rows of people, who are
all holding their cameras up to take pictures? Because
I can’t see it otherwise, I take out the Canon digital
camera that my son got me a few years ago to take
a picture, and what do you know, the flash makes a
glare off the bulletproof glass guarding the damn
painting! If I ran this place, I’d first of all remove the
glass for a few hours everyday so that people can actually take pictures of the thing. But then these damn
kids would probably touch the painting, making it all
gross and oily. Either way, I can now say with confidence that I truly hate foreigners.

It’s crazy dude, it’s like she’s smiling but not at the
same time. Like I’d tell her to make up her mind
but it seems like she already did, that’s crazy! Also,
her skin’s so smooth, it’s like I can feel my fingers
running across her cheek. But at the same time I
can’t because it’s sealed behind this dope piece of
glass. I bet dudes all the time try to come up and
touch her face that they had to put something in
front of it. Shit’s probably like 400 years old, imagine
what all those fingers touching the painting would
do to it. Then I wouldn’t want to touch her face, it
would probably be gross and oily. 4.20/420 would
recommend.
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What Do You Think?
The new Super Smash Brothers game just came out, what do you think?

Trisha La Rue

Starred as Jigglypuff in Super Ass
Hoes 2 and 3

“Is it time for a new one
already? It seems like only
yesterday we were shooting
Super Ass Hoes 3: Balls”

James McCoy
hates fun

The Nation-State of
Japan

George Washington

member of the original fraternity

Land of the Rising Sun

“Who
cares?”

“It’s about time. Smash
Bros.
and
Mario
Kart are our primary
exports these days.”

“Super smashed bros? Sounds
like what I do EVERYDAY.
AmIrite? Just to clarify, I’m
talking about getting drunk
with the founding fathers.”

Carl Peterson

the only person on campus with a Wii
Uinto the White House

“Guys, can I have a
turn? And wait, how
did all of you get into
my room?”

